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Experimental setup 

Windows PC running 
CAPSTONE software 

PASCO data logger with pressure 
sensor and force meter attachments. 
USB connection to PC 

Foot pump 

T-connection of air 
pressure measurement 
tube (clear) to air 
supply tube from pump 
(yellow) 

Rubber seal 

connection to 

pressure cable 

Force sensor on 
see-saw with /2 
mechanical 
disadvantage 

Rocket 



Lemonade bottle rocket. In this 

experiment no water is present, 

merely air is compressed. 

 

Rings prevent unwanted lateral 

movement. 

 

The rocket thrust is measured 

using the see-saw assembly. 

To avoid exceeding the maximum 

thrust measureable by the sensor, 

a mechanical disadvantage of 2 is 

used. i.e. the rocket is half as close 

to the pivot as the force sensor. 

 

Therefore to calculate the rocket 

thrust, the sensor measurement 

must be multiplied by two. 

Force sensor 
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Windows PC running 
CAPSTONE software 

PASCO data logger with 
pressure sensor and force 
meter attachments. USB 
connection to PC 



The default data measurement 

rates are insufficient to capture 

the force and pressure vs time 

during the launch event (about 0.2s) 

 

Both sensors should be set at the 

maximum data rates as shown. 



Pressure vs time and Force vs time traces in CAPSTONE software. 

To export data, select all data in the table, copy to the clipboard (ctrl+C) and 

paste into a text editor such as Notepad. This file can then be imported into 

MATLAB. Note there will likely be too many data points for Excel to handle! 





MATLAB code to 

analyse rocket data 

Text file is three columns of numerical data 

(hence the %f%f%f syntax) with a space ‘delimiter.’ 

Interpolation is required 

since the force sensor records at 

2KHz, ten times the rate of the 

pressure sensor. Interpolation 

means they can both be plotted 

against the same vector of times. 



MATLAB plot routines 

to generate 300dpi 

PNG images of the 

pressure and force vs time 

graphs. 

 

The whole experiment 

and a close up on the 

launch event are specified. 



The up and down motion 

is a consequence of the 

pumping! 

Max pressure is over four 

atmospheres 



‘launch’ event 

Base force rises 

as the plastic bottle bows out 

due to increased air pressure. 

Initial weight of see-saw assembly 



Air pressure vs time during launch event 



Force vs time during launch event 



Force vs time during launch event (close up). Significant mechanical oscillations 

observed due to the ‘impulse response’ of the see-saw rig 


